Taste Beverages Limited is an independent company providing tailor made solutions across all sectors of the coffee market. Established in 2009 Taste Beverages is the brainchild of Phil Rushton and Shane McCarthy.

We supply over 300 clients across the UK including, Huddersfield Town Football Club, Brighton & Hove Albion Football Club, Blackburn Rovers Football Club, Preston North End Football Club & Chelsea Football Club. We put our continuing success down to offering excellent products at affordable prices, backing this up with exceptional service.

Taste Beverages offer Fairtrade, Organic & Rainforest Alliance Coffee and associated products along with Specialised Coffee Systems to the end user. In addition to this our range has expanded to offer Taste Water, Taste Get Smashed mashed potato dispenser and Taste Juice. Taste Water, in partnership with Borg & Overstrom, provides several stylish plumbed in water solutions including the option to have sparkling water pumped through your cooler. Taste Mash is a compact tabletop machine that delivers hot mash in under ten seconds. Taste Juice is brought to market in association with Generation Juice. The sleek and innovative T300 provides fresh and healthy juices and drinks, sparkling or still, at the touch of a button.

Transfer of the Season?

Make Vitro your new signing. Taste Beverages are offering you the deal of the transfer window! Unbelievable Geoff!
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**OLÉ VITRO S2 EXCLUSIVE**

The Vitro S2 Instant is a quick and compact soluble machine which features coffee, Bovril, chocolate and milk this model has been developed with speed at the forefront delivering a black coffee within 8 seconds. By implementing this you will not only be able to keep up with demand but take your offer to another level offering speciality drinks as standard.

**FEATURES**

- **LED**
  - LED lighting provides a stylish look to the machines whilst illuminating the dispensing area.
- **USB CONNECTION**
  - Machine program and settings can be downloaded and uploaded via a USB key (excludes Vitro S5)
- **TOUCH SELECTION**
  - Selections on Vitro machines are made by a simple touch, thanks to the integrated capacitive selection panel situated behind the machine’s smoked glass.
- **REMOVABLE TRAY**
  - Enables liquid waste removal without opening the machine door, for increased efficiency.
- **HOT WATER SPOUT**
  - The separate hot water spout avoids cross contamination between coffee and other soluble products.

**KICK IT OFF!! WITH YOUR CLUB CREST HERE!**

**CONTACT US NOW TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY FOR A FREE TRIAL**

**CALL 0844 561 7318**

**MAKE VITRO YOUR NEW SIGNING. TASTE BEVERAGES ARE OFFERING YOU THE DEAL OF THE TRANSFER WINDOW! UNBELIEVABLE GEOFF!**

**UP FOR THE CUP!!!**

We also do in-cup drinks - for more info please call 0844 561 7318

**MAKE VITRO YOUR NEW SIGNING. TASTE BEVERAGES ARE OFFERING YOU THE DEAL OF THE TRANSFER WINDOW! UNBELIEVABLE GEOFF!**

**KICK IT OFF!! WITH YOUR CLUB CREST HERE!**
The Vitro range of professional hot beverage machines are designed with attention to detail. Every aspect enhances the user experience. The culmination of which sets the Vitro apart from other beverage systems.

COFFEE PERFECTION
These machines have deployed the latest technology for making high quality espresso based coffee. The high pressure brewing system and twin coffee pouring spout ensures that the highest standards of coffee are reached. A leaf tea brewing system delivers exceptional freshly brewed tea. This combined with the fresh milk technology provides a complete menu of high quality beverages.

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
Vitro’s smoked glass door and touch screen user interface displays a realistic and elegant menu, providing a state of the art look which will complement any location. The user display, together with the cup positioning lighting system and intuitive tray position guides the user through a simple and pleasant experience when ordering a hot drink. Customisable mood lighting along the door can be easily changed to the desired colour to match any environment. The intelligent lighting system for the dispense area and beverage locator can be changed to suit the environment.
FOIL SEALED FOR FRESHNESS

DOUBLE WALL PAPER IN-CUP
To keep the drink warm whilst avoiding the need to double cup

RECOGNISABLE LEADING BRANDS
A comprehensive drinks selection increases customer choice and product take up

ARE YOU UP FOR THE CUP?

Get Smashed!

MASH POTATO MACHINE

Creamy mash in under 10 seconds

Have you ever wanted to serve mash with a pie but couldn’t? Well now you can have your pie & mash and eat it!

You only use what you need when you need, delivering creamy hot mash quickly and consistently with portion control and no waste.

A compact machine that delivers piping hot mash potato in seconds.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• 10 second dispense time which means you can keep up with the greatest of demands especially suited to the small window of opportunity when large crowds break within a short period of time i.e. Football, Rugby, Sports Arenas, and Conference & Exhibition Venues

• Consistency of product, resulting in creamy hot mash dispensed time after time…. No lumps!

• Portion control is easily managed with the get smashed machine’s full audit facility

• Touch button control, you use what you need when you need. No waste

• Small footprint machine, with it’s 220mm width the get smashed machine can easily fit into the smallest of spaces

• Plumbed or unplumbed, no mains water, no problem the get smashed machine can work off an in-line pump and water container as well as mains water

• 13amp socket, no need to upgrade your electrics, with it’s fast recovery heating system the get smashed machine will keep up with the highest demands

• Machine is in “situ” no big batches having to be made and transported

• Large 2.5 kg canister, will deliver 100 portions without refilling

• Dispense options. Dispense straight on to the tray, into the “mash pot” or use the scoop provided
TASTE THE DIFFERENCE!

BESPOKE COFFEE CUPS
Why not personalise your own coffee cups? Made in the UK. Runs begin at just 10,000 units.

DISPOSABLE PINT GLASSES
Our CE marked Pints and Half Pints are perfect for serving cold beverages. Bespoke printing available. Runs starting from 25,000 units.

BESPOKE FOOD PACKAGING
Fully customise your cardboard packaging with runs starting as low as 10,000 units.

THAT’S A WRAP
Have your logo printed on a greaseproof wrap, a cost effective way to promote your club. Runs starting from 15,000 units.

CONTACT US TODAY!
TO SEE HOW TASTE CAN HELP YOUR CLUB
CALL 0844 561 7318 FOR MORE INFORMATION
FOOTBALL@TASTE-BEVERAGES.CO.UK WWW.TASTE-BEVERAGES.COM
TASTE BEVERAGES LIMITED, LEYLAND PR25 9DU

WE ARE ONE OF THE LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF DISPOSABLES
GET IN TOUCH FOR THE FULL LIST OF DISPOSABLES AVAILABLE